SkyNRG to announce second sustainable jet fuel customer: Thomson Airways
Amsterdam July 1 2011 – SkyNRG will supply Thomson Airways with sustainable jet
fuel this summer. Thomson Airways announced earlier today that it will start operating
one flight per week from Birmingham Airport on sustainable jet fuel from 28th of July
2011. Thomson is the second airline contracting with SkyNRG after KLM RoyalDutch
Airlines. Birmingham Airport will represent SkyNRG’s second operational base after
Schiphol Airport.
At this stage, it is anticipated that the weekly sustainable jet fuel flights will operate for one
year from Birmingham to Palma in the summer and from Birmingham to Alicante in the
winter. As sustainable jet fuels become more commercially viable, Thomson Airways plans to
expand its use of sustainable jet fuels across its fleet over the next three years.
Both SkyNRG and Thomson Airways firmly believe that the adoption of “green routes” by
airlines will help accelerate the development of sustainable and affordable jet fuels, which
have the potential to reduce aviation emissions by up to 80% in the long-term.
Deidre Kotze, Airline Environmental Manager at Thomson Airways states: “Sustainability is
key to this investment. SkyNRG’s robust approach on this matter, played a big role in giving
them our confidence”.
“We have tried to make the entry barrier for airlines to embrace this new fuel era as low as
possible“ says SkyNRG’s Managing Director Dirk Kronemeijer. “Being selected as supplier
for Thomson Airways is therefore a big deal for us as it proves that we are on the right track
to help create this industry”.
About SkyNRG
SkyNRG is a Dutch company with the mission to help create the market for sustainable jet fuel
that is affordable. After two years of research and development the company has created an onestop shop for airlines integrating the complete supply chain for sustainable jet fuels. From
feedstock-to-flight, the supply chain covers elements such as strict selection of sustainable
feedstock, refining contracts, distribution to any airport in the world, quality assurance, in to plane
fuel service, insurance, marketing and project (co) funding with airports and end customers. For
Thomson Airways SkyNRG partners with US refiner Dynamic Fuels and has used as feedstock
the waste stream Used Cooking Oil.
SkyNRG does not commit to one single feedstock or technology. The sustainability of alternative
jet fuel depends on many factors, which are specific for each single case. To make the right
decisions now and in the future, SkyNRG is advised by an independent Sustainability Board (in
which 2 renowned NGOs and an academic institute hold a seat). Next to that, SkyNRG strives for
harmonisation on certification of sustainable jet fuel and therefore actively supports the
Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels.
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